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F OR MANY the term "modernization" suggests a movement away from 
poverty, ignorance, and isolation [0 a life of greater equal ity and pros
perity; toward ~ore : efrigerators, schools, and democratic politics. Among 
these are the SOCIOlogIsts and other scholars who couch their approaches to 
new nations in the rhetoric of "development," "modernity," and the con
cept of "Westernization." For others, including anthropologists, the tradi
tional society has its own wisdom, virtue, and nobility, perhaps even cor
rupted by the changes that m ay bring refrigerators . For these scholars, 
each society is a culture which cannot be compared with others in the ab
stractions of comparative sociology. That model of a goal toward which 
change is taking the "developing nations" presupposes some network of 
comparison between the diverse societies at different stages, or levels, of 
economic and political growth. 

In analyzing the development of society on the national level in modern 
I ndia, we utilize these diverse orientations to comparison, suggesting that 
comparative sociologists must be keenly alive to the strength of the anthro~ 
pologist's criticism.- There has been too much indiscriminate borrowing of 
perspectives and concepts from one culture to another, without sensitivity 
to the specific historical and cultural contexts in which they occur. This is 
especially true in that area to which we shall give greatest attention-the 
~chievemen t of political unity on a national level. 

From the minute that India's independence was proclaimed, the problem 
of giving real ity to the juridical recognition of nationhood began to plague 
the Indian official, intellectual, politician, and planner. This problem was the 
logical result of two facts about post-Independence India: 

First, during the period of British rule a new Indian elite had arisen, un
connected to traditional sources of legitimate authority and committed 
to social and economic reform and development in India. It is this dite to 
which formal, national power was transferred after Independence. Through 
the operation of the Nationalist movement a centralized and relatively 

• This article is based on a paper presented at meetings of the Ameriean Sociological As· 
sociation in Montreal, September 1964. I am grateful to Solomon Levine, Raben Marsh and 
M. N. Srinivas for critical evaluations of that earlier version. The University of Illinois Grad· 
uate Research Board provided funds for research assistance. 
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unified political party had emerged in the form of the Congress Party, 
Through British education and tutelage a modernized civil service had been 
brought into being. Largely metropolitan in origin or training and with 
economic roots in "modernized" occupations, such as law, medicine, or 

\ engineering, this elite lacked dose connections with village society. Its rnem. 
bers did not have wealth in land nor did they legitimate their power by the' 

\ ~=clm~ . ... . . 
What is crucial to the issues of natlon-bUlldmg IS that thIS new elite has 

sought to influence and change Indian society at its foundations. While 
British rule had immense consequences for changing India, it was not in
tentionally directed to changing the social structure in the manifold ways 
which Indian national elites now see necessary. It is this self..conscious drive 
toward economic development and social equality that marks the mission to 
reform so evident in India, as well as many other new nations.2 This effort 
implies a search for political authority over a wide extent of te rritory within 
which the loyalties and energies of heretofore isolated groups are to be 
mobilized by government operating from a political center. 

Second, India has been a collection of social units with relatively little 
continuity, communication and common identification between local vil
lages and more inclusive territorial units, such as towns, districts, regions 
and "nation."3 Enormolls cultural gaps have existed between urban and 
rural areas and, within the cities especially, between the few educated and 
rich and the many illiterate and poor. Beyond the confines of family and 
caste, and sometimes villages, there have been few "secondary associations" 
which could claim the loyalty of most Indians.4 The boundaries of "society" 

1 Bendix, Reinhard, "Public Authority in a Developing Political Community; The Case of 
[ndia," in ArcllifJ~S 0/ Ellrop~an Sociology, Vol. 4, J963, pp. 39,85; at pp. 48'54; Misra, D. B., 
T/J~ Indian MjddJ~ CJaJJ~f, London, J96I; Tangri, Shnnti, "Intellectuals and Society in Nine
teenth Century India," ComparQtifJ~ Stlldies in Soci~Jy and History, 3 (July, I961). 

2 This urge to reform the society along lines of modernization appears a characteristic of 
the political elites of most new nations. "There arc few states today that do not aspire to 
modernity," Shils, Edward, "Political Development in the New Sutes," Comparativ~ StlJdies 
in Sod~ty and History, 2, pp. 265-292; 379-4J I; at p. 265, J960. 

II For a general description of these characteristics of Indian society see Bendix, 01'. dt., 
pp. 40'48; Lambert, Richard, "Some Consequences of Segmentation in India," Economic D~
IIdopm~nJ and Cultural C/Jang~, 12 (July, 1964), pp. 416'4'24. 

"A social network had long existed between vi llages and even on a national and al\
inclusive level, as the "great tradition" of Hindu culture attests. Under British colonial rule, 
Indian life had been deeply touched and Indian national society advanced by development of 
markets, railroads, communication systems and a widespread administrative structure. But 
neither of these processes had resulted in a national authority, or even system of authority 
levels, which attempted or was successful in creating that inRuem;e and centre of reform which 
the moderni:dng elites have set for themselves. For a description of the "great tradition" and 
similar phenomena sec Marriot, McKim, "Changing Channels of Cultural Transmission in 
Indian Civilization," in AfPtelS of R~/igion in I1Idian Society, by L. P. Vidyarthi, Meerut City, 
Uttar Pradesh, 1961, pp. I3'25; Singer, Milton, "The Great Tradition of Hinduism in the 
City of Madras," in Anthropology 0/ Folk Religion, edited by Charles Leslie, New York, I960, 
pp. 105,68; Gumperz, John, "Religion as a form of Communication in North India," Jotlrnal 
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have remained stable and narrow, with little loyalty beyond immediate seg
ments of caste and family. The segmented and closed character of Indian 
caste, religious, and linguistic groups has added a horizontal layer of di
versity to the vertical one of isolation and discontinuity. The many discus
sions of possible separatist movements presents national government with 
the fear that nation may prove unable to break the intensity of bonds to 
more primordial units. The very founding of the Indian republic occurred 
alongside a partition based on religious differences. 

Even under the British, who sought chiefly to maintain law and order 
in their political activities, authority was relatively weak and often frustrated 
through the local structure of power or through the opportunistic behavior 
of indigenous intermediaries.1S The mission of change implicit in the post
Independence elites requires a closer and more loyal relationsh ip between 
ruler and ruled, government and locality than can be found in the model of 
authority derived from British administration. It is for these reasons that 
national development and political democracy have seemed to go hand in 
hand. Some transference of loyalty from familial, local, and regional groups 
to national agencies and symbols appears necessary if reform is to occur. 

The problem of political community arises from both of these facts-the 
reforming impulse of modernizing elites and the isolated, discontinuous, and 

. segmented character of Indian society. The latter would not constitute so 
visible a problem were it not so formidable a barrier to the goals of the for
mer. vVithin this context, ruling means more than the preservation of order. 
I t impl ies development of a degree of loyal, effective, and enthusiastic sup
port for a political Center at both vertical and horizontal layers of the society. 
India becomes a political community as it succeeds in developing the 
legitimacy of national authority in competition with more parochial interests 
and sentiments. 

Under the impetus of the changes of the past hundred years, greatly 
quickened by Independence, Indian society is beginning to fill the gaps be~ 
tween elite and mass, between rural and urban and between the isolated 
village and the national center. The implications of modernization fo r na~ 
tional power and development are by no means clear. I n India moderniza· 
tion and nationhood are not necessarily positively related. India is in the 
process of developing and extending societal levels intermediate between 

01 Asian Stlfdies, 223 (June 1964), pp. 89'99; Casagrande, Joseph B., "S~~e Observations o?, 
the Study of Intermediate Societies," in Illtermcdiatc SOciclics, Social Mob,IIIY: and Comm'~nt
cation, edited by Verne F. Ray, Proccedings of the 1959 meeting of the A~encan EtJ:'nologLcai 
Society, American Ethnologic:ll Society, Seattle, 1959. pp. 1-10. An analYSIS of the Impact ~£ 
colonial rule on Indion unity is found in Srinivas, M. N ., "Changing Institutions and Values 111 
Modern India," TI,c Economic Weekly. February, 1961. pp . 131-137. . . .' 

& Frykenberg, Robert, "Traditional Processes of Power: Land Cont.ro! Within ~e Dlstr~cts 
of Andhra" (unpublished paper presented at me meetings of the AsSOCJatlOn for ASian Stw:hc:s, 
Washington, D. C., March, 1964). 
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nation and locality, between the thin, removed elite and the vast, inert 
mass. This development, however, operates to increase the strength of 
centrifugal forces and to weaken the role of central authorities.o Put in 
another way. in the present stage of national development, the building of 
regional and district societies occurs before the building of the national SO~ 
ciety is well advanced. The result is an increasing tension between Center 
and Periphery and a movement of political power away from the Center 
and toward the "rice roots." 

One way of seeing the development of regional societies is in the grow. 
iog importance of the large, regional city in contrast to the historical domi. 
nance of the metropolis. Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta, while still impor_ 
tant cities, do not dominate the Indian intellectual, political, and economic 
scene as they did two decades ago. While the percentage of Indian popula
tion in urban areas has remained remarkably unchanged over fifty years, the 
increase in number of large (over 50,000) cities has been far greater than 
that of smaller cities. (See Table I). 

Only the accretion of population in the national capital has enabled the 
major four cities to retain one-third of the population (in Indian cities of 
100,000 and more). In 1951 Calcutta and Madras together had 16.8 percent 
of that population; by 1961 this had declined to 13.9 percent.7 Politically the 
major cities of India are less and less foci of political power. The support of 
the Congress Party increasingly comes to rest on rural bases and state 
legislators are more and more recruited from rural communities.s 

Even economic functions appear to be moving away from the central 
major cities and becoming more diffused. In 1951 Bombay and Calcutta wcre 
the clearing houses fo r more than 70 percent of the total value of checks in 
circulationj in 1960 this had declined to approximately 50 percent. Cities 
such as Bangalore, Nagpur, and Ahmedabad were becoming important cen
tres of banking services at regionallevels.9 

6 Nation-building is a problcm in development of social units and is distinct from the 
problem of nationalism in European history. 'The difference between nationalism and nation
building is essentially that the first tends to trade upon notions of past grandeur and a negative 
reaction to colonial rule, while the latter describes the creation of a new society :lnd the evolu
tion of a modern, common experience," Wilcox, Wayne, "Nation-Building: The Problem in 
Pakistan," Asia (Spring, 1964), pp. 75-92, at p. 81. For other excd lent analyses of nation
building and the linkage or isolation of center and periphery see: Deutsch, Karl W., National
ism and Social Communication, New York, 1953 (Deutsch appears to suggest [eh. 6] that 
modernization and national unity go hand-in-h:lnd); Skinner, G. William, "The Nature of 
Loyalties in Rural Indonesia," in Local, Etlmic, and Nationol Loyolti.:s in Villag.: Indon.:sia; 
A Symposium, edited by G. William Skinner, Yale University, Southeast Asia Studies, 1959, 
pp.I-12. 

1 Statistical Abstract 0/ til': IndiatJ Union, 1952-53, p. 23; 1961, p. 12. 
8 Mookerjee, Girija, K., "The Sociology of Indian Politics," TIl': lIIustrat.:d W.:.:/(h 0/ 

Indio, August 19, 1962, pp. 42-3; Weiner, M., TIl': Politics 0/ Scarcity, Bombay, 1963, Ch. 6; 
abo Weiner, "Changing Patterns of Political Leadership in West Bengal," Pacific Affairs, 32 
(September, 1959), pp. 277-87. 

$ Statistical Abstract 0/ th.: Indian Union, 1961, p. 199. 
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TABLE I. NUMBnR OF TOWNS OF SPRCIFIC SIZE IN INDtA 1901-61. 

(By class and with percentages of totals) 

Year Class I % II % III % IV % V % VI % Total % 

'900 23 , 43 3 '52 9 436 2J ,8, 40 526 26 1,967 '00 
19 11 24 , 36 2 ,65 8 39' 20 ,6, 39 586 30 1,969 '00 
1921 2' , 46 2 ,88 9 42, 20 '93 36 673 3' 2,154 '00 
1931 35 2 57 3 238 JO 488 22 873 39 556 24 2,247 '00 
1941 48 2 86 4 273 " 557 23 98, 40 496 20 2,441 '00 
1951 '3 3 "0 4 375 J2 665 22 1, 183 ' 33 6<2 20 3,078 '00 
1961 '09 4 '32 5 499 20 ,86 3' 778 3' 242 9 2,546 '00 

Class I _ 100,000 population and over IV '"" 10,000 to 20,000 
II "" 50,000 to 100,000 V =- 5,000 to 10,000 

I I I .,. 20,000 to 50,000 
Source: Ce1tSI4S of India, 

VI - under 5,000 
Vol. 1, "Study of Growth of Towns," Paper NO.3 (1960). 

While such economic and political processes undoubtedly serve to unite 
province to cosmos, they also act to strengthen the provincial and regional 
society at the expense of the nation. For example, the great growth in 
higher and secondary education in India serves to generate and maintain 
provincial elites on a wider scale than has ever been true in the past. The 
ordinary person in India now has far more points of contact with intellectual 
life and with the channels of middle-class training and mobility than he did 
a decade ago. In 1950-51 there were 498 arts and sciences colleges in India as 
compared to 946 by 1959-60. In 1950-51 there were 27 Indian universities; 
in 1963 this had increased to 46.10 Between the level of the State center and 
the village, many new cultura l centers have come into being. In the state of 
Bihar, for example, where there had long been only one university, at the 
state capital, serving a population of almost 50 million, there are now four, 
one in each geographical region of the state. While the new intellectual 
groups can look to the Center, they are also sources of regional and linguis
tic nationalisms. 

The spread of secondary and vocational education is indicative both of 
the even diffusion of change at the provincial levels and the developing 
middle-class segments of Indian li fe. It is not a process confined to a few 
areas which then become highly differentiated, but it occurs continuously, 
tending to make each region productive of its own elite structure. As 
Table II indicates, the all-India rate of secondary schools per 10,000 popu
lation increased from 0.55 in 1949-50 to 1.23 in 1958-59. The mean devia
tion, from state to state, decreased from 0.68 to 0.38. The change in voca
tional schools shows a similar trend. While the number of schools per 
10,000 population doubled in this decade, the mean deviation decreased to 
half its former size' not only were there more schools, but they were more 
uniformly distribut~d through the nation. The filling of gaps is not an iso
lated process but is going on throughout India. 

10 India: A R~Jer~nce Annual 1962, Delhi, 1962. 
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TABLE II. SECONDARY ScHOOLS PER 10,000 POPULATION, 

State 1949-50 1958-59 

Andhra Pradesh .48 
Assam I.13 ,-6<) 
Bihar 6.28 I.II 

Bombay .27 2.81 

Jammu & Kashmir 1.2 7 
Kerala }.62 

Madhya Pradesh •• 8 .76 
Madras .22 1.11 

Mysore .46 1.15 

Orissa ·44 ·7' 
Punjab 1.13 1 ·31 

Rajasthan 1.02 ·77 
Uttar Pradesh ·55 ·77 
West Bengal .86 1.0 9 
Delhi ·79 1.32 

ALL INDIA ·55 1.2 3 

MEAN DEVIATION .68 .38 

Source: Derived from data in Statistical Abstract of the India11 Unioll, 1961, p. 61. 

In this development, we are witnessing the rise of a tier-like set of di· 
veru nuclei, in which village and town, town and city, city and metropolis 
build upon each other. The growing incorporation of the village into wider 
social networks is, in part, a function of the increasing middle-class and the 
roles they play in India and, in part, a result of a widening arena of eco· 
nomic and cultural contacts. This is by no means simply a matter of migra. 
tion, although this too is an important phase of growing contacts.11 More 
important are the continuous structures in which villagers utilize the town 
and the city as a source of medical and educational service, secondary educa· 
tion, religious shrines, markets, partial employment and a large number of 
relationships which make it less possible to live the span of one's life 
wholly within village walls than was true a generation ago. In turn, the 
Block Development Officers, teachers, doctors, political persons-all carry to 
the village regularized relationships to newer social networks and lengthen 
the ties to Sanskritic traditions as wellP "As a result of active and con· 

11 Information on migration and urban-rural inRuence is presented in the foHowing (they 
indicate less urban inHucnce on Hinterland than Western studies would anticipate); Bogue, 
Donald J. and Zachariah, K. C., "Urbanization and Migration in India;" Lambert, Richard D., 
"The Impact of Urban Society upon Village Life;" Elldscn, Richard A., "City-Hinterland Rela
tionships in India;"-all in India's Urban FlItllre edited by Roy Turner, Berkeley, California, 
1962, pp. 27-56, II7-140, 94-116. 

n Nath, V., "Village Caste and Community," The Economic Wukly, December 8, 1962, pp. 
1877-82; Opler, Morris, "The Extension of an Indian Village," !ollrnal of Asian Stlldies, VoL 16, 
November, 1956, pp. 5-10; Marriot, McKim, op. cit.; Mandelbaum, David, in Kim Marriott, cd. 
Village india, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1955, pp. 245-:2.55; Bailey, F. G., Politics 
and Social Change, University of California Press, 1963, passim; Gumperz, John J., "Religion 
and Social Communication in Village North India," !of~rnal of Asian Studies, Vol. 23, June, 
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tinuollS contact there is widespread awareness of the link with the town."18 
This tendency toward the expansion of individual ties to supralocal units 

is perhaps most significantly taking place through the rise of caste associa. 
tions at levels wider than the village. While much remains to be learned 
about the genesis, magnitude, and function of such associations, their in
crease an~ i~portance ,seems evident.14 Such organized efforts to develop 
control wlthm people dispersed through many villages appears to be related 
to a widening identification of the individual with larger social units and 
with the political process. "The village is being transformed from an inte
grated socia-economic unit ... into a habitation containing a collection of 
competing castes."1G 

What these developing social units can mean for national unification can 
be seen in two processes which have clearly developed in India since 1947. 
One is the growth and intensification of regional and state linguistic com- \ 
munities as the base of the federal polity. Common language has become 
the principle around which states have been established during the 1950 'S 

in India.1G The decrease in illiteracy has meant an increasing disposition to 
supplant English with regional languages in communication and in the edu
cational process. Both "Hindi imperialism" and South Indian regionalism 
attest to this cultural basis of Indian politics. 

The second process is perhaps the more inclusive and significant one 
-the movement away from power at the national Center and in "moder
nized" administrative and political elites to power dispersed at the State 
levels and leadership in more traditionalized persons, especially in the poli- . 
tical parties. co •••• Indian politics has entered a new phase in which the old 
awe inspi ring, civil and urbanized leadership has come face-to-face with a , 
new generation of leaders, which has its roots in the rural side, which has its \ 
grip on the local organizations . . . ."17 The power forces at work in deter-

1964 , pp. 89-99. These studies describe a continuow and growing sct of relations betwccn new 
political, educ:llional and economic institutions centered in towns and the lifc of the village and 
contrast with EIlc:fscn's study of city-hinterland relations, above. 

18 Nath, V., op. dt., p. 1879. 
1<1. Srinivas, M. N., CasU in Modern India, Bombay, 1962, pp. 15-42, 70-77; Bailey, F. G., 

"Politics and Society in Contemporary Orissa," Mayer, A. C., "Municipal Elections: A Central 
Indian Case Study," and Von Furer.Haimendorf, C., "Caste and Politics in South Asia,"-all in 
Politiu and Society in I"dia, edited by C. H. Philips, London, 1963 , pp. 97-114, lI s-132, 52-]0; 
Cohn, Bernard, "Changing Traditions of a Low Caste," Journal of America" Folklore, Vol. 71 , 

July·September, 1958, pp. 413-421; Weiner, Myron, The Politics 01 Scarcity, op. cit., Ch .. 3; 
Rudolph, Lloyd and Suzanne, 'The Polit ical Role of India's Caste Associations," Pad~c A.0~s, 
Vol. 33, March, 1960, pp. 5-22; Sangave, Vilas A., "Changing Pattern of Caste OrganWt1on 1D 
Kolhapur City," Sociological Bulletin, Vol. 11, October, 1961, pp. 36.61. 

16 Nath, V., op. cit., p. 1882. . . 
16 Harrison, Selig S., "Leadership and Language Policy in India," in Leadership and Polltt

cal InHilmions in India, edited by Richard L. Park and Irene Tinker, Princeton, 1960, pp. l~l " 
165; Bondurant, Joan V., Regionalism versul Provincialism: A Study in Problems o/lndJQ.tJ 
National Unity, Indi.an Press Digests, Berkeley, DC(:ember, 1958. 

11 Rajoi Kothari, "India's Political Take-Off," Economic Wuk,/y, (Februaf}', 1962), pp. 1.9" 
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mmmg Shastri's succession to Nehru sharply demonstrate the accuracy of 
Kothari's statement, written in 1962.18 
We~now can confront the major problem of this article-the nature of 

emerging political institutions in India and their relation to national au
thority and development. The segmenting processes described above (some_ 
times called "fissiparous tendencies" in India) have often been greeted with 
the applause of recognition by Westernized socia l scientists. The movement 
toward a more traditionalized, rural-based political party is seen as a step in 
the direction of that fusion between primary and secondary forms thought 
to be essential to democratic politics.IO The problem of nationhood, from a 
political scientist's point of view, is less that of uniform societies than the 
development of institutions which serve to aggregate diverse interests and 
provide the arena both for their expression and for the development of 
consensus through systems of representation, bargaining, and compromise, 
From this standpoint, elections, political panies, pressure groups, and the 
process of parliamentary compromise are solutions to the problem of nation~ 
hood in a pluralistic society such as India. The "political community" con
sists in the development of loyalty and allegiance to such institutional forms, 
aided and abetted by the mediating role of secondary associations, by the 
caste, occupation, or other interest-oriented groups. 

Armed with the conceptual apparatus of interest-group politics analysts 
of India have turned to the Congress Party as the expected inst rument for 
the development of national unity through political "brokerage." The trans
formation of Congress from a centralized movement for independence and 
a subsidiary of charismatic national leadership of Gandhi and Nehru into 
a parry of local roots, of the dispersed and provincial leadership of state 
officials such as Kamaraj, Chavan, Parnaik, Ghose and Patil, appear~ to 
promote the more effective blend of tradition and modernity. For here we 
have "non-Westernized" men operating "Western" institutions of political 

153. at p, lSI. A similar analysis of changes in Ind ian politics is also found in: T inker, Hugh. 
"Tradition and Experiment in Forms of Government," in Philips, op. C/t., pp. 155'180; 
Rudolph, Suzanne, "End of the: Nehru Era: Congre:ss in the Sixties" (Unpublished paper pre
sented at me:e:tings of Association for Asian Studies, Washington, D. C., March, 1964); Morris
Jone:s, W. H., "Stability and Change: in Indian Politics," St. Antony's College, Oxford, Decem
W 16, 1961, (unpublished), 24 pp.; Parijm',.:nt in India, University of Pe:nns}·Jyania Pre:ss, 
1957, Ch. I; Weine:r, Myron, Th.: Politics 0/ Scarcity, op. cit., Ch. 2. 

IS-Rangaswami, K., "The Background of Mr. Shastri's Election," Ti, ,: Hindu Wukh R.:vj~tV, 
Madras, June 15, 1964, p. 7. Rangaswami attributes Shastri's sc:l e:c tion to a coalition of state
base:d Congress Leaders of whom Kamrai (Madras), Ghose: (W. Bengal), Gupta (Uttar Prade:sh) 
and Palil and Chavan (Maharashtra) were most inAuentia1. Thcse me: n owe their political 
powe:r to the:ir state organization and not to the Cc:nter or to experience in the Independence: 
Move:ment. 

l.D The: le:ading statement of this view of modernized politics in the conte:xt of devc:lopment 
is: Almond, Gabric:l A. aod Colc:man, James S. (eds.), TIll: PoJjti~s 0/ tile Developing Areas, 
Prince:ton, 196o, Ch. I. 
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representation and rational compromise based on group supports. " .... the 
top of political society is becoming less exclusively modern; the bottom lc!ss 
traditional. ... Within the parties, the legislatures, the bureaucracy itself, 
new social layers are moving toward the top positions-men not so much 
hostile to Western ideas and values as imperfectly and uncertainly assimi~ 
lated to them, men unwilling or unable to cut right through the life lines 
back to tradition."20 

From this standpoint modernization both inheres in, and has need of, a 
politics of "accommodation and absorption."21 The growth of organized 
provincial g roups is a step in the direction of the apparatus which can insure 
national unity through the party mechanism. The lack of such groups is an 
impediment to modernization. Caste associations, communal organizations, 
business groups and student unions, while decried by the Indian intellectual, 
are seen by the political analyst as essential to developing nationhood in a 
pluralistic society. The party as a broker of interests represents a necessary, 
and even laudable, movement toward democratic consensus. The consolida~ 
tion of group support and nonrational attachment to Congress is a phase in 
what one political scientist has termed "India's Political T ake_Ofl.,,22 

In recent years a considerable num ber of election studies in India enable 
us to form a consistent description of the role of group interests in Indian 
electoral behavior. While the various studies are somet imes confusing, and 
while patterns appear to differ from one area to another, what emerges is 
difficulty in relating group interests to party choice in any clear-cut fashion 
akin to the finding of North American studies of electoral behavioc23 One of 

20 Morris-Jones, W. H., "Tbe Exploration o[ Indian Political Life," Pacific ADairl, Vol. 32, 
Decembcr, 1959, 409-20, p. 419_ 

21 The terms are th05e of Myron \Vciner, in TIII~ PoliliCi 0/ Scarcity. op. cit., p_ 9. 
22 Kothari, Rajni, op. cit. 
23 While it is by no means an exhaustive list of Indian c:Icction studies, 'we have used the 

following recent empirical analyses, based on election ret\lrns and in some cases observations of 
the pre-election behavior of politicians: Bailey, F. G., PoJiricl and Social C/langc, Orusa in 1959. 
op. cir_; Brass, Paul, "Factionalism and The Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh ," University of 
Chicago, March 20, 1964, prepared for the Association for Ai ian Studies, unpublished, 18 pp. 
"An Industrial Labour Constituency: K~mpur," TIle Economic Wukly, Special Number July, 
1962, pp. 11I1 -lII8; Chakravorti, Robi, "The Decline of the Left in Calcutta," Tile ECOl/Omic 
W t'"kly, August 25, 1962, pp. 1381-85; Gould, Harold A., "Traditionalism and Modernism in 
U.P.," Tllc Economic iVukly. August 18, 1962, pp. 1343-49; Harrison, Sc:lig, "Caste and the 
Andhra Communists," AmericolI Polilical Sciellu Rt'vil"lU, Vol. 50 , Number 2, June, 1956, pp_ 
378-404; Kothari, Rajni and Sheth, Tarun, "Extent and Limiu of Community Voting," Tlu 
Economic Wu kly, September 15, 1962, pp. 1473-1486; Nayar, Baldev Raj, "Rc:ligion and 
Caste in the Punjab," Tile Economic JVukly, August 4. 1962, pp. l:267-1276i Bailey, .F. G_, 
"Politics and Society in Contemporary Orissa," in C. H. Philips, ed., Polirics and Socll."ty in 
India, op_ cit., pp. 97-114; Mayer, A. Co, "Municipal Elections: A Central Indian Case Study,~' 
ibid., pp. tI5 -33; Ratnaik, Nityananda, "A Gram P:lncha~'at Election in Orissa," T.lu EconomIC 
Weekly, January 6, 1960; Roy, S. N. (contributed), "The Dccline of the Left m a Calcutta 
Suburb," The Et'onomic Wukly, September I, 1962, pp. 1413-I7; Sirsikar, V. M., "Party 
Loyalties versus Caste and Communal Pulls,'· The Economic Wukly, August II, 1962~ pp. 1303-
1310; Weiner, Myron, "Village and Party Factionalism in Andbra," The EconomIc Weekly, 
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the most careful of these studies (of the 1962 elections in the city of Baroda, 
in Western India) concludes that "The view that politics is only a reflec_ 
tion of the prevailing structure of society . . . was positively repudiated in 
Baroda East."24 

To make such assertions is not to maintain that group affiliations, espe_ 
cially along communal lines (Hindu, Sikh, Moslem) or caste and class, play 
no part in electoral behavior. That would be false. What is asserted is that the 
relation of these lines of communications to party choice is not the definitive 
variable providing governmental support as it appears to be in Western po
li tical behavior. Furthermore, the relation between group affil iation and 
"interest" is by no means clear or clearly perceived. 

The phenomenon of "factionalism" represents an element which in its 
magnitude and intensity is not part of the Western pol itical system. I t is 
highly local and personal in the Indian context.:!G Party choices may split 
along the lines of already existent village or small city groups whose genesis 
and composition are the result of personal quarrels and family alliances.:!6 
Within the Congresl Party itself, political competit ion and defection may 
bring about competing groups whose loyalties are based on personal ties 
alone.:!7 In many of the cases studied such considerations are either overrid_ 
ing or significant aspects in understanding electoral outcomes. In such cases 
this is what the election is "about" and its relation to specific local, or to 
extra-local, policy is difficult to find . 

This becomes even clearer if we examine the role of caste in Indian 
politics. There is considerable support for the view now widely held that 
caste ties have been strengthened by urban migration, economic modern i
zation, and political democracy. "One of the short-term effects of universal 
adult franchise is to strengthen caste.":!8 The polit ica l role of caste cannot be: 
overlooked, but we must separate different kinds of effects and specify their 
consequence for policy. We must distinguish the caste association, that is the 
organized interest-group, from caste as a unit of social structure. We must 

September 22, 1962, pp. 1509-1518; "The Th ird General Elec.tions," TM Economic W~~I(Jy, 
Special Number July, 1962, pp. lT 07-I II O; Politics 01 Scarcity, op. cit.; Opler. Morris, "Facton 
of Tradition and Change in a Local Election in Rural India," in Richard Park and Irene Tinker, 
ed., L~adership and Political Institlltions in Illdia, op. cit .. pp. 137-150; Beals, Alan, ibid., pp. 
427-371 McCormack, William, "F:u::lionalism in a Mysore ViIl3ge," ibid., pp. 438-444. 

HKothari. Rajni and Sheth, Tarun, op. cit., p. 1486. 
:5 This, of course, is not always the Clue. Factions may represent "social bases" such as 

st}'listic differences between traditional or "modern" groups, especially whcre age differences 
ate also present. A case: of such stylistic contrasts is found in the d c:ct ion study by Gould, op. cit. 

~6 Beals, Alan, "Leadership in a Mysore Vil1~ge" and McCormack, WilIj:un, "Factionalism 
in a Mysore Village," both in Park and Tinker, op. cit., pp. 427-37, 438-44. 

21 Bras.s, Paul, "F:l.ctionalism and The Congress P:l.rty in Utt~ Pradesh," op. cit .; "An In
dustrial Labour Constituency; Kampur," op. dt. 

24 Srinivas, M. N., Report 0/ the S~millQr on Casteism and Removal 0/ Untouc!lability, 
1955, quotcd in "Caste and Politics in South Asia," by C. Von Furer-Haimcndorf, in Philips, 
op. cit., p. 54. 
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also distinguish the communicative functions of caste implied in its struc. 
wral significance from caste compet itions as issues in politics. 

Caste associations on more than a local basis have been growing in India 
during the past fifty years.20 We do not know their number or much about 
their functioning in contemporary India. With the excc=ption of the Harijans 
(Untouchables), s~ch .associations do not function on national levels. They 
reRect twO tendencIes In the development of Indian castes: first the trend to
ward a wider definition of one's caste as a group affiliation beyond a local. 
village situation; second the development of newer functions of castes 
-of urban welfare, occupational control, and political demands. But caste 
associations by no means function as primarily political nor do all associa
tions, or even most, exert political pressure or participate qua association in 
the political process.3D Many function primnrily in the traditional Indian 
caste process of mobil ity through social control of ritual. They are "Sans. 
krit izing" just as much as Westernizing.s1 

It is primarily as basic units of communication and primary group lead. 
ership that the caste, as a social unit, enters into the Indian political process. 
H ere the statement of Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph seems accurate: " It is 
the caste association which links the mass electorate to the new democratic 
political processes and makes them comprehensible in traditional terms to 
a population still largely politically illiterate."32 But caste plays this crucial 
role in different ways and with different goals. Certainly the electoral 
studies, and the village studies discussed below, support the enormous im· 
portance of caste organization, especially informal leadership, as a major 
way through w hich party politicians approach the voter. Certainly the poli
ticians "cater" to castes in choosing tickets, in making donations, in appoint
ing office-holders. In many elections the classic U.S. pattern of "balancing 
the ticket" occurs. But caste is by no means the sole nor the dominant 
social base of the contesting forces.ss Elections are won by Congress in the 
face of "poor" caste choices.''' Muslims can be elected in H indu communitic:s 
and vice versa. Elections frequently take place without any dominant caste, 

20 Rudolph, Lloyd llnd Suzllnne H., op. at.: Srinivas, M. N., Cast~ in Mod~rn India, op. at., 
eh. 1, p. 4. 

30 Th is conclusion is derived from the election studies. B:ailey, after analyzing caste associa
tions in OriSSll reaches II similar conclusion: Bailey, Politicl and Social Cllange. op. cit., pp. 133-
135· 

S1 These terms llre used in the cante:.:t now widely adopted and first introduced in Srinivas, 
M. N., "A Note on Sanskritization and Westernization," in Calle in Modern India, op. dJ., 
pp. 42-62. 

82 Rudolph, Lloyd llnd Suzanne H., op. al., p. 22. 
33 There are differences, of course, in the extent to which parts of India llre c:lste.ridd~n: 

South Indian politics grllnts caste differences a somewhat greater role than does North IndIan 
politics. See Harrison, Selig, "Caste and the Andhra Commun ists," op. cit. . 

14 This is seen in the electoral studies cited above by Gould, Kathan :and Sheth, and 
Sirsikar. Party organization appeared able to support candidates whose caste or communal 
afliliations would have seemed to doom them to failure. 
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since there are many castes and they often cancel each other out. Lastly, 
factionalism is often found within castes as well as within villages. Elections 
may pit alliances of various factions from several castes against their fellow 

caste members. 
Castes appear to function as sources and recipients of .pa~ronage. a~ ,ve. 

hides of communication, and as spokesmen of membership In the political 
process. In one form or another form they act ~n continuance of the t~adi
tional process of mobility and r~sistance .,,:,hteh . has long characterized 
Indian social structure.SII The spOils of political victory and the status of 
power positions are increasingly important prizes in rai sing the prestige of a 
C:lste, as has been the case with the Chamars in Uttar Pradesh.30 Preserva
tion of the caste, its social and ritual position vis-a.-vis other castes, and its 
"place in the sun" of power become the sought-after prizes of political 
struggle. As Weiner has put it: 

The presence of community associations and their multiplication suggests that 
the popular notion of the 'revolution of rising expectations' is in reality an ex
plosion of social competition. Rising expectations are not aimed at American, 
Russian or British living standards, but are demands by one group for improve
ment in its economic and social position vis-a-vis another group within India.87 

In some instances, as in the anti-Brahmin agitation in South India or 
the Thakur-Chamar struggles in Uttar Pradesh, such caste competition may 
relate back to social bases in more "familiar" class terms. In others, as in , 
the Reddi and Kamma opposition in Andhra Pradesh, the struggle be
tween two dominant castes is not traceable to group-interests in class terms. 
Modern forms of politics thus become vehicles for conducting traditional 
conflicts in new settings. Just how the party politics of political democr3cy 
relates to the problems and issues of economic development is much less ap
parent. The relationship between the party process and national authority 
directed toward social and economic change is the question. 

Voting studies in the U.S. agree on the important function of the two 
political parties as objects of civic loyalty and mechanisms by which the 
voter's legitimation of government is developed. "Something is required 
simpler and more permanent, something which can be recognized at succes
sive elections as being the same thing that was loved and trusted before; and 
a party is such a thing."sB For many Indian voters the party is by no means 

.a~ ~riniv:l5. M. N., Casu in Modern India, op. cit., pp. 15.42. Gould suggests that the \Vest
erm:r:a.hon of Brahman and other high castes is a response to the mobility and Sanskritization 
of mIddle and lower eastes. Cf. Gould, Harold. "Sanskritization and \Vesternization: A 
Dy~~mic View," "!he Economic Weekly (June 24, 1961), 945-950. 

Cohn, op. crt. 
Sl Weiner, Myron, Politics of Scarcity, op. cit., p. 71. 

. as The statement is that of Graham Wa[]as, quoted in Herbert Hyman, Political SociQliza
tlon, Glencoe Free Press, 1959. pp. 19-20. In this work Hyman also demonstrates that Ameri
can adolesce~u develop emotional ties to a politieal party before developing any ideological or 
programm:l.tlc preferences. 
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such a symbol of group identification or affiliation. Their relation to poli
tics is Reeling and uncon~ected. to interests or to subsequent policy. A large 
section of the voters are, 10 Balley's term, "Aoating."so They can be moved 
from leader to leader, from party to party. Although attachment is discover
able,40 it is by no means widespread or effective enough to provide great 
continuity in government. 

Such instability from election to election may be observed if we look 
at the shift in both party control of Assembly seats and the personal control 
by specific individuals in 1957 and in 1962. Table III presents the results of 
a study of a random sample of Indian constituencies in the 1957 and 1962 
elections, both for the State Assembly and the national Parliament (Lok 
Sabha). As can be seen, approximately 75 percent of the seats in the State 
Assemblies changed as a result of the 1962 election. In 21 percent of all cases, 
an existing party retained a seat but changed the seat holder. The situation 

T ADLE III. CnANGE AND STADILITY TN INDIAN LEGISLATURES, 1957- 1962. 

Party Change 

Pee 
Scats Cent 

Lok Sabha 43 36 
State Asscnlbly 229 52 

Legislator 
Change Only 

PO' 
Seats Cent 

35 2. 
94 2< 

Source; Times oj llidia Directory. 1958. 1963. 

No Change Total 

Pe, Pee 
Seats Cent Seat, Cent 

42 35 '"0 .00 
,,6 27 43. '00 

was slightly more stable in the Lok Sabha (6s percent of the seats changed), 
but here toO in 29 percent of the elect ions, the party remained in power but 
the incumbent was replaced by some other person. 

The inrernec ine conAicts of the Congress Party reveal themselves in the 
fact that in almost half the elections in which Congress retained control of 
a state assembly seat, a new legislator had been substituted for the incum
bent. Neither between parties nor within the Congress Party do we find the 
continuity and attachment which might be anticipated if voting for a spe
cific party were a habit and if the party represented a degree of internal 
consistency and leadership at the local level. It is far from unusual for candi
dates to shift parties between the 1957 and 1962 elections. Thus the symbolic 
and concrete role of party organization and unity as an aggregator of inter
ests is weak and uncertain in India. Personal factions, purely local issues, 
rival alliances within the Congress Party operate in elections without that 
primary source of interest and symbolic attachment which is found in U.S. 
politics. The base of attached sentiments which legitimate interest aggrega
tion is weakly developed. 

30 Bailey, F. G., in Philips, ed., op. cit .. p. roI. 
.. 0 Bailey finds indieations of this in the more "Westernized" of the two villages studied in 

Orissa. Politics and Social Change, pp. 69'106. 
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This analysis of Indian political institutions has concentrated on the 
problems arising as "modern" forms of democratic) Western politics (politi_ 
cal parties, elections, parliamentary and secondary associations) are fused 
with traditional Indian groups and goals (caste, relig iolls community, fac
tion, village). There is not much indication that the form of democratic 
politics alone, in its specifically Western version of pluralistic politics, oper
ates to create a national political community in which the process of search 
for consensus results in the development of national authority, mediated and 
communicated through the mechanism of party institutions. The Populism 
and decentralization inherent in Indian diversity, regional unity and 
democratic institutions are then a th reat to the missionizing goa ls of economic 
and social reform insofar as these depend on the authority of national elites. 

If we perceive the sources of change as lying outside the groups whose 
participation, loyalty and cooperation need to be won in the process of 
development, then the issue of national authority and political community 
is something more than that of utilizing parliamentary forms. It also in
volves the relationship between ruler and ruled, leadership and followers 
which conveys trust between the two echelons and, hence, grants leg itimacy 
to the transforming efforts of elites. 

The present experience with Community D evelopment programs and 
with local self-government through Panchayati Raj has not been very salu
tary. A dilemma of over- or under-bureaucratization seems to exist. Either 
the administrative authorities appear as beings of formal authority and pres
tige, treated as figures whom local leaders "get around" and "h:mdle" as in 
a colonial regime, or the upsurge of local self-government may lead to in
difference to the sources of transformation toward developmental goals:u 

Thus Maheshwari's conclusions, based on three years of Panchayati Raj in 
Rajasthan, are that the administrative staff have been demoralized and frus
trated by the actions of local Pradhans (Presidents).42 Whatever may be the 
effects of the political process of party struggles, they do not serve to make 
the authority of government effective in the participative manner which has 
'seemed essential to transformation. 

This is not to say that Indian society, at all levels, has not undergone 
an intensive increase in competition. As many observers have pointed out, 
caste and communal groups have been intensified in modern India and 
their role as political forces has represented a "levelling" of social and politi
cal power. The fact that offices in such agencies as the Panchayats remains 
in the hands of the "rural establishment" or that numerous elections are 
unanimous often hides the very real play of interest-group opposition from 
all segments of the social structure which has emerged with democratic 

41 Bendix, Reinhard. op. ciJ.; Mabeshwari, D., SJudiu in PandlayaJi Raj. University of 
Rajasthan, Jaipur. 1963. 

4Z Maheshwari, op. ciJ., p . 164. 
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politics. The lower caste~, for ex.ample, mu.st be consulted and their voting 
power respected, both In elections and In executing local development 

" programs. 
The problem of "political community" is thus posed as that of the 

sources of legitimacy and authority, in the sociologist's phrase, or of saver. 
eignty, in the political scientist's usage. We must look at the way in which 
the aggregation of interests is related to the "political culture" in order to 
analyze the mechanisms of modern politics in the context of national trans. 
formation. 

North American social scientists often show considerable impatience 
with the attitude of Indian intellectuals toward politics.H Condemnations of 
casteism, of party loyalty and corruption seem to display a failure in political 
sophistication, an unwillingness or inability to see the moral goal of consen. 
sus achieved through the immoral mechanisms of selfish interest. I suggest 
that in this dialogue the Indian is by no means ignorant. Such concern for 
"moral politics" is both a manifestation of unique aspects of Indian society 
and cultu re and also a recognition that the problems confronting political 
authority at this stage of Indian history differ from those of contemporary 
W estern Europe and the United States. The deep concern for the loss of 
"moral integrity" and nostalgic memories of the self·sacrifice experienced 
in the Independence movement are more than hyperbole. They represent 
one side of Indian politics that is not suggested in "interest-group" theories 
of political pluralism. 

In order to understand this, we must analyze the nature of Indian social 
units and the problem which the widening of society and the spread of po
litical competition poses. Indian society might be described as a set of 
closed social units. Family, faction, caste, perhaps vi1lage are units within 
which one's social interaction takes place. Obligations are due to one's 
group members, perhaps to those, as in the jajmani system, with whom 
there are traditional ties. When one moves outside such groups into relations 
which depend on self-interest alone, there is no public community, no sense 
of trust in the universalism of law or morality which is not supported by per. 
sonal relationships. As the arena of social interaction widens, so too does 

43 Some form of compromise or vCIO power in lower castes ;ppears in village studies in all 
of the following: Retzlaff, Ralph H., Village GOflemnlent in India, Bombay, 196:2, pp. IO-II; 
Hitchcock, John T., "Leadership in a North Indian Village", Opler, Edward Morris, "Factors 
of Tradition and Change in a Local Election in Rural India,"-both in P;rk and Tinker, 01'. 
cit.; Cohn, Bernard, "Changing Traditions of a. Low Caste," JOllrnal 0/ Ameriean Folklore, 
Vol. 7r; July·September. 1958, pp. '113-'121; Srinivas, M. N .• CasU in Modern India. 01'. cit.; 
Weiner, M)·ron, Politics 0/ Scarcity, 01'. cit. Mayer has $hown that even though specific castes 
dominate offices in the development program, in making decisions they resp«t the interests of 
other caSles possessing electoral power. Mayer, A., "Some Political Impiicatioos of Commuoity 
Development in India;' Arc/lifles EuropCellllt:l de Sociologie, 'I (1963), pp. 86'106. 

to! Shih, Edward, TIle InUlleetfla/ Between Tradition and Modemit)!: TIle Indian Sill/ation. 
The Hague, 1961. 
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the sphere of interaction become frightening. In this stage of development, 
the individual (and his family) protect themselves by increased loyalty 
and dependence upon the closed social group. The semi-anomie character of 
these newer forms of contact is met by a response-strengthening the im
portance of traditional primordial bonds. 

The intensity of loyaley to primordial groups also results from a minimal 
degree of overlapping memberships. India is a pluralistic society in the sense 
of a plurality of groups but not in the sense of the individual being a mem· 
ber of several competing groups. This situation, as D ahrendorf has pointed 
out for Western society,·C5 heightens conflict and makes consensus less readily 
attainable. In a society of immense scarcity, the disposition of competition 
to become exploitative or violent is great. Perhaps some fear of this is be
hind the villager's fondness for unanimity and the distaste for majority rule 
a!> a principle of communal action. This also appears as the rationale of In
dian intellectuals who fear that modern politics generates intense social con
iliet without providing any new bases for consensus;~o 

In this context, where the businessman and the arts of brokerage, the 
formation of "deals" and the virtue of exchange are suspect, where it is ex
pected that loyalty is solely to one's own, the politician as the "broker of in
terests" is more than suspect; he is illegitimate.47 Suzanne Rudolph has 
expressed this view of Indian politics in saying: "Indian political culture 
then does little to legitimate the type of leaders who flourish in the con
text of democratic authority and adversary politics ... their character and 
style are suspect ... •s The chairman or broker politican, who utilizes the self. 
seeking motives of others and builds his electoral organizations on such ap
peals is, at best, tolerated. In Western politics perhaps such processes, resting 
on the moral authority of elections, do result in the transference of party 
and electoral loyalties to the authority of government. In the Indian con
text the basis for legitimacy does not readily emerge from such "modern" 
mechanisms. In a stable society, where changes are channelled and ac
cepted, interest-oriented politics in the pluralist tradition can serve to main
tain harrnony.~9 The problem of development, however, is not that of main
taining harmony but that of producing change at the same time. 

46 Danrendor, Rolf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Sociuy, Stanford, 1958. 
4G Retzlaff, Ralph H., op. dt., pp. 59-60. The disenchantment with politics is the maior 

theme of the neo·Gandhians of the Suvodaya Movement. Cf. Narayan, Jaya Prakash, T/J~ Dtlal 
R~lIoJlltion. Sarvodaya Prathuralay.a, T.anjore, 1963. Foreword by J. P. in Panchayati Ra; as tile 
Basis 0/ Indian Polity, Association of Voluntary Agencies for Rural Development, P.ataudi House, 
Ddhi, 1962_ 

n B.ailey, P. G., Politics rmd Sonal C/lang~, op_ cit., p. 62; Morris-Jones, W . H., in Philips, 
op_ cit.,- Tinker, Hugh, in Philips, op. nt. ; Rudolph, Suzanne H., "Consensus .and ConAict in 
Indian Politic.s," World PolitICS, Vol. 13, April, 1961, pp. 385-99_ 

u Rudolph, op. nt., p. 391. 
~~ ~ven so, the.re a~e many limil$ to the capacity of a pluralist politics to function :1.$ :;l 

st:tblhzms mechanism Ul Western societies. See my "M:;lsS Society and Extremist Politic.s," 
American Sociological &lIi~w. February, 196:1.. 
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Where then are possible points of community within which the highly 
competitive forces, loosened by modern politics, are both restrained and 
brought to allegiance to "public interest"? There is much in Indian life and 
in recent political trends to suggest the importance of what Morris~Jones 
has called "saintly politics" in the fusion of tradition and modernity in 
India.lSo The clearest conception of ('saintly politics" (and in India the model 
to follow) is given in the life and career of Gandhi. The essential characteri,s.. 
tic, from a standpoint of political functioning, is the legitimation of policy 
through the personal and religious life of the politician. The saint in politics 
proves his trust by concrete acts and continuous renunciation of personal 
or g roup gain. He must, to some significant degree, take on some of the 
characteristics of the Indian holy man, whose asceticism and isolation from 
common forms of life make him above caste categorization. Using Srinivas' 
highly effective distinction between Sanskritization and Westernization, I 
suggest that the legitimacy of political and administrative authority in India, 
insofar as a national political community is forged, may come to rest on 
Sanskritized features of leadership. It is to the traditional religious and cul~ 
tural values that I look for support of modern political institutions. 

I am not saying that the "Western" political funcitons of interest-aggrega
tion and compromise are incompatible with a Sanskritized political lead~ 
ership. Far from it. At a national level, the role of Gandhi and of men like 
Rajendra Prasad (first President of India) and of N. Kamraj (present Presi
dent of the Congress Party) demonstrates the fact that the "saint" is quite 
able to perform such functions. In fact, in present-day India he is better able 
to do so than the patronage party leader. Several village studies indicate that 
the qualities of ascetic sacrifice, religious learning and personal dedication 
combine to enable specific persons to play unique roles as leaders in the 
history of their villages.lSl The men who came to power under Independence 
had legitimated their claims to authority in the sacrifices made during the 
struggle against colonialism. As this group disappears, a vacuum of legiti
macy is left. That Indian political power is coming to the hands of more 
localized and traditional political leaders is, of course, not in our analysis 
any assurance that such leadership can legitimate the transformations of a 
missionizing approach. That sense of community which "democratic decen
tralization" has hoped to develop appears either to be weak or to dissolve 
in the fierce r competitiveness aroused through the political process.1S2 

DO "Its influence is r:ather on the stand:uds habitually used by the people at large for judging 
the performanee of politicians." Morris~Jones, W. H., in Philips, op. cit., p. I'll; Tinker, Hugh, 
in Philips, op. cit., pp. J74~I84; Bondurant, Joan V., "The Nonconventional Political Leader in 
Ind ia ," in Park and Tinker, op. cit., pp. a19~298. 

Dl In each of these sueh unique saintly leaders were able to effectuate community balance and 
stability. Hitcheock, John T., in Park and Tinker, op. cit.; Opler, Edward Morris, in Park and 
Tinker, op. cit.; Retzlaff, Ralph H., op. cit. 

112 Compare this situation with the expressed goals of the Community Devc:lopment Pro
gramme "To create in the millions of rural families a burning desire to cha.nge their old~time 
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While Sanskritized political leadership remains part of the rhetoric of 
Indian politics, there is little as yet to indicate that it has become institution. 
alized in the context of an administrative or political party structure. Such a 
clear·cut style of local politics has not yet emerged. There are neither systems 
of socialization nor selection which produce an elite within party or admin
istrative circles that represen ts a Gandhian form of the civil servant or the 
party functionary.ciS The Congress Party is neither a revolutionary nor a 
saintly party; nor does civil se rvice draw upon or generate the character 
types or sanctions which enable such missionary types to function. 

There are some indications that the Congress Party may be moving in 
directions which are congruent with the entrance of neo-Ghandhian 
figures into Indian politics and to the institutionalization of such models. 
Both Kamraj and Shastri fi t Ghandhian m odels fa~ more than has been the 
case with the post-Independence leaders. (Nehru, of course. was very fa r 
from this character type; he represented the highly Westernized intellectuol, 
but had legitimated himself through his personal sacrifices during the Inde
pendence fight and had received his blessing from Gandhi; without these 
it is doubtful if a man of his character and background could have oc
cupied such a political position.) The call to personal sacrifice in the 1963 
"purge" of the Indian cabinet and Chief Ministerships certainly appears to 
have been a device which bolstered the moral au thority of [he Congress 
Party. Resignation was the sanctioned and necessary move to establ ish the 
requisite personal qualities for leadership. Even the resig nation of two 
powerful Chief Ministers under charges of corruption in 1964 seems at vari
ance with a Westernized view of interest-group politics. 

This analysis h as certain consequences for the comparative sudy of new 
nations. Our emphasis has been on the defects in utilizing the schema of 
modernized politics without clear-cut specification of the differences in hi s
torical period and in culture between "modern" nations and present-day 
new nations. in this case Inl ia. Increasing group organization and com
petitiveness are part of the process of modernizing politics in contemporary 
India . The development of wider social circles and ecological units under 
modern technological change is by no means necessarily compatible with 

outlook and arouse enthusiasm in them for new Knowledge and new ways of life." Quoted in 
Tinker, Hugh, "Authority and ConRict in Village India," Pacific AOaiu, Vol. 32, December, 
1959, pp. 354-75, at p. 363. 

Ga Tinker, ibid., concludes that the great need in community development is an elite that 
will set an example of simplicity and caste equalities. Institutionalizcd means of assuring elite 
legitimacy through processes of "character training" was one way in which British and Chinese 
schools functioned to develop :md maint3in the poli tical supremacy and authority of British and 
Chinese elites. See: Wilkinson, Rupert, "The Gentleman Ideal and the Maintenance of a politica'! 
Elite," Sociology 0/ Education, 37 (Fall, 1963), pp. 9-:26. In the British case the elite were 
culturally much closer to their subjects than has been the case in Indi;).. Functionally equ ivalent 
forms of political !ecruiunent and social ization have not yet appeared at local, regional or 
Dational levels. 
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the development of national, rather than regional, identifications and 
loyn-hies. The pluralist politics characteristic of modern Western societies 
is often seen as a functional requisite to the accommodation of diverse 
interests and the genern.rion of consensus on a national level. 

We have argued that this theory of modern politics as a solution to the 
problem of Indian national unity ignores two important aspects of Indian 
society. First, modern politics, essentially a mechanism developed for achiev~ 
ing consenslls between diverse interests, functions to preserve harmony. In a 
hi storical contex t where social change is the "problem" of a national elite, 
such political forms may not be functional to other aspects of moderniza~ 
tion. Second, the modernized institutions of Western politics may function 
very differently within the Indian context than within the Western. Spe~ 
cifically the forms of legitimation which render party and electoral politics 
legitimators of public policy in the West are not present in the Indian con~ 
text. H ence party politics either tends toward anomic relationships or must 
find its source of authority in the fusion of traditional criteria of moral lead~ 
dership with modern organizat ion. 

Al! this serves to bolser the anthropologist's admonition to observe the 
culture and the historical present of the society studied. In making compari~ 
sons between nations we need to understand the specific problems and his~ 
torical situations which generated the Western conception of "development" 
(we h ardly dare talk about Progress). When we create a "model" and set it 
down upon a specific case we are in danger of not recognizing the variety 
and uniqueness of the case. This would suggest that we heed the anthro· 
pologist more carefully; that we work from the inside out-studying the 
specific before we proceed to analytical models of "development" or "moder
nization." 
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